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WHEN CANTOR SETS INTERSECT THICKLY

BRIAN R. HUNT, ITTAI KAN, AND JAMES A. YORKE

Abstract. The thickness of a Cantor set on the real line is a measurement of its

"size". Thickness conditions have been used to guarantee that the intersection

of two Cantor sets is nonempty. We present sharp conditions on the thicknesses

of two Cantor sets which imply that their intersection contains a Cantor set of

positive thickness.

1. Introduction

Newhouse defined [5] a nonnegative quantity called the "thickness" of a Can-

tor set in order to formulate conditions which will guarantee that two Cantor

sets intersect. (All Cantor sets considered in this paper lie in R1.) These con-

ditions have been used [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] in the study of two-dimensional dynamical

systems to deduce the existence of tangencies between stable and unstable man-

ifolds whose one-dimensional cross sections are Cantor sets.

Thickness may be thought of as a measure of how large a Cantor set is relative

to the intervals in its complement. Henceforth, these intervals will be referred

to as gaps; the two unbounded intervals in the complement are each included in

our use of the term gap. Newhouse's result [5, 7, 8] is that two Cantor sets must

intersect if the product of their thicknesses is at least one, and neither set lies in

a gap of the other. When this latter condition is satisfied, the sets are said to be
interleaved. In [10], Williams observed the surprising fact that two interleaved

Cantor sets can have thicknesses well above one and still only intersect in a single

point. One might hope that under sufficiently strong thickness conditions, the
intersection would be a Cantor set. However, the intersection of two arbitrarily

thick interleaved Cantor sets can contain isolated points, so Williams posed
the question of what conditions on the thicknesses of two interleaved Cantor

sets will guarantee that their intersection contains another Cantor set. Williams
obtained such a condition, though it is not sharp. In this paper we obtain the

sharp condition. More precisely, we find a curve in (ti, r2)-space such that

if the ordered pair ixx, x2) of thicknesses of two interleaved Cantor sets lies

above the curve, their intersection contains a Cantor set, but if the pair of

thicknesses lies below the curve, there exist examples for which the intersection
is a single point.  Kraft [2] has independently arrived at this condition.  We
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Figure 1. Constructing a Cantor set
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Figure 2. Nonintersecting interleaved sets

further show that if the thickness pair lies above the curve, the intersection

must contain a Cantor set of positive thickness. This is the only result that

addresses in terms of thickness how large the intersection of two Cantor sets

must be. There are well-known probabilistic results concerning the Hausdorff

dimensions of intersections of Cantor sets (cf. [1,3, 4]).

One may think of a Cantor set as being constructed by starting with a closed

interval and successively removing open gaps in order of decreasing length.

Williams' formulation of the thickness of a Cantor set may then be thought of

as follows. Each gap Gn is removed from a closed interval /„ , leaving behind

closed intervals L„ , the left piece of In-G„ , and Rn on the right (see Figure

1). Let pn be the ratio of the length of the smaller of Ln and R„ to the length

of G„ . The thickness of the set is the infimum of p„ over all n .

We consider as an example the "middle-third" Cantor set, constructed as

follows. Start with the closed interval [0, 1], and remove the open interval

(1/3, 2/3), the middle third of the original interval. Then from each of the two
remaining intervals, remove their middle thirds; repeat this process infinitely

often. Each gap Gn is the same length as the adjacent intervals L„ and Rn ,

so pn = 1 for all n . Thus the thickness of the middle-third Cantor set is one.

There is a connection between the thickness of a Cantor set and its fractal

dimension, which depends in part on how the ratios p„ axe distributed as
n —* oo. However, two large gaps close together make the thickness of a set

very small, while its dimension can still be large. It was shown in [7] that the

Hausdorff dimension of a Cantor set with thickness x is bounded below by

log2/log(2 + l/x). This lower bound is sharp for the middle-third Cantor set

(whose dimension is log 2/log 3).
We offer here a new formulation of the definition of thickness which we state

for all compact sets, not just Cantor sets. (The results in this and previous papers

are found to be valid for all compact sets.) We define nondegenerate intervals
to have infinite thickness, while singletons are defined to have thickness zero.

In fact, any set containing an isolated point will be seen to have thickness zero.

To define the thickness of a compact set S which is not an interval, we consider
a type of subset of S obtained by intersecting S with a closed interval. We

call such an intersection P a chunk of S if P is a proper subset of S and
has a positive distance from S - P, the complement of P in S. (Notice that

for P to be a chunk both P and S - P must be closed and nonempty.) We

then define the thickness of S to be the infimum over all chunks P of the
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ratio between the diameter of P and the distance from P to S - P. In the

case of the middle-third Cantor set, the given ratio can be shown to be smallest

when the chunk P is obtained by intersecting S with an interval L„ or Rn ,

in which case the ratio is one. In §2 we will show that our new definition is

equivalent to the old one for all Cantor sets.

The reason thickness is an appropriate quantity for determining when one

can guarantee that two compact sets intersect is illustrated by considering an

example where each of the two sets is an union of two disjoint intervals. For
i = 1, 2 let Si consist of closed intervals of lengths a, and b¡ with a, < b¡,

separated by a distance c,. Then each S¡ has only two chunks, and is found

to have thicknesses a¡/Ci. If the product of the thickness axa2/cxc2 is at least

one, then either ax > c2 or a2 > cx (or both); assume ax > c2. Then since

bx > ax, neither interval of Sx can lie in the gap of S2 ; hence if the two sets are

interleaved, they must intersect. If on the other hand axa2/cxc2 < 1, then with

an affine map, we can scale the sets so that ax < c2 and a2< cx, and position

them so that the component of Sx with length ax lies inside the gap of S2,

and vice versa. The two sets are then interleaved, but they do not intersect (see

Figure 2). This example could of course be made to involve Cantor sets by
constructing very thick Cantor sets in each interval of each S¡.

An important point which is apparent in the above example is that the union

of two sets can have a smaller thickness than either of the original sets. In other

words, adding points to a set can decrease its thickness. By the same token,

one may be able to increase the thickness of a set by removing appropriate

subsets. This observation is useful in the following way. No matter how thick

two interleaved compact sets are, their intersection may have thickness zero

because it may contain isolated points, or arbitrarily small chunks which are

relatively isolated from the rest of the intersection. Nonetheless we are able to

show that if the original sets are thick enough, then by throwing out the relatively

isolated parts of their intersection we can obtain a set of positive thickness in

the intersection.
To define the set C of thickness pairs (ti , t2) for which a Cantor set of

intersection can be guaranteed, we make use of the functions

,, ,     x2 + 3t + 1 . .     (2t+1)2

Let C be the set of pairs (xx,x2) for which one of the following sets of con-

ditions holds:

(1.1) Ti>t2,     xx>fi(x2),      and    t2 > g(xx)

or

(1.2) t2>ti,    x2>f(xx),     and    t. > g(x2)

(see Figure 3). Our main result is as follows.

Theorem 1. There is a function cp(xx, x2) which is positive in region C such that

for all interleaved compact sets Sx, S2 C R with x(Sx) > xx and x(S2) > x2,

there is a set S c SXC\ S2 with thickness at least q>(xx,x2).

Notice that a compact set with positive thickness can have no isolated points,
and thus must either be a Cantor set or contain an interval; either way it contains

a Cantor set.
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Figure 3. The intersection of two interleaved com-

pact sets with thicknesses xx and t2 can be empty for

(ti, t2) in region A, must be nonempty but can be

a single point in region B, and must contain a set of

positive thickness in region C.

We remark that (ti, t2) is in C if both thicknesses are greater than \f2+l.

This is the critical value Williams found for the case of interleaved Cantor sets

with the same thickness. Also, no matter how small one thickness is, the other
thickness can be chosen large enough so that the pair lies in C. Our results and
the results of Newhouse are summarized in Figure 3.

In §2 we give a proof of Newhouse's result, which will illustrate some of

the methods to be used later. Then we present for all pairs (ti, t2) not in

C an example of interleaved compact sets with thicknesses xx and t2 whose

intersection is a single point (except when (xx, x2) is on the boundary of C,

in which case our example gives a countable intersection). This example shows

that Theorem 1 is sharp in that its conclusion cannot hold for any larger set

of thickness pairs (xx, x2). In §3 we prove Theorem 1, and in §4 we discuss

some further properties of Sx n S2. The positive thickness set S e Sx n S2

constructed in §3 need not be dense in Sx n S2 ; however we find that there
are subsets with thickness at least <p(xx, x2) arbitrarily near any accumulation

point of Si n S2. In addition, we find bounds on the diameter of S which
allow us to obtain thickness conditions that imply that the intersection of three
Cantor sets is nonempty.

2. Preliminaries

Let us define precisely the concepts and notation we will use.

Definition 1. We say two sets Sx, S2 cR are interleaved if each set intersects

the interior of the convex hull of the other set (that is, neither set is contained
in the closure of a gap of the other set).
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Figure 4. Chunks and gaps of a Cantor set (k < n)

We define the distance between two nonempty sets Si, S2 to be

d(Sx, S2) = M{\x -y\\xeSx,yeS2},

and write S2-Sx for the intersection of S2 with the complement of Si. We say

that a set Si is a chunk of a set S2, and write Si oc S2, if Si is the intersection
of a closed interval with S2, is a proper subset of S2, and d(Sx, S2-Sx) > 0.

Notice that a closed set S has a chunk if and only if it is not connected. We

denote the diameter of a set S (the length of its convex hull) by \S\.

Definition 2. Given a compact set S c R, we define the thickness of S to be

provided S has a chunk. Otherwise, we let x(S) = 0 if S is empty or consists

of a single point, and t(S) = oo if S is an interval with positive length.

The following simple proposition demonstrates that Definition 2 agrees with

Williams' definition of thickness for Cantor sets [10].

Proposition 2. Let S be a Cantor set, and define the ratios p„ as in the intro-
duction. Then the quantity x(S) given by (2.1) is equal to the infimum of p„
over all n.

Proof. The intervals L„ and Rn defined in the introduction are the convex

hulls of chunks An = L„ n S and Bn = RnnS of S. Since the gap G„ is not
larger than any previously removed gap Gk , k < n , it follows that

d(A„ ,S-A„) = d(Bn ,S-B„) = \G„\

(see Figure 4). Thus for all n ,

.   (\L„\    \R„\\        .   ( \A„\ \Bn\        \pn = mm ( LJti, LJii    = mm '   "' , '  "' > x S .
\\Gn\    \Gn\) \diAn,S-A„)   d(B„,S-Bn)J

Next, if P is a chunk of S, it must be bordered on each side by a gap of

S; let Gn be the smaller of these two gaps. Then \G„\ = diP, S - P) and
|P| > min(|L„|, |Ä„|). Therefore

Tis)=tfsdip!pLp)^^p"'

which completes the proof.   D

We now prove Newhouse's result in a way that will motivate our later exam-

ples and methods.
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Si:   |-1 h^H h^H
P    Xl P  X3 P

S2: h^H h^H A
Xo X2 X4

Figure 5. The points xn and chunks P„

Proposition 3. If Sx and S2 are interleaved compact sets with t(Si)-t(S2) > 1,

then Sx n S2 is not empty.

Proof. Let Si and S2 be as above, and let

xo = max [ inf x, inf x | ,
\xes,     xes2   )

the greater of the leftmost points of Si and S2 . Assume without loss of gen-

erality that xo e S2. We will show that Si n S2 is nonempty by looking for
the leftmost point of this set. Let xi be the leftmost point of Si which is at

least as great as xo. Since Sx and S2 are interleaved, xx must exist (other-

wise Si would lie entirely to the left of S2 ; see Figure 5). Next, let x2 be the

leftmost point of S2 greater than or equal to Xx. Once again the interleaving

assumption implies that x2 exists, for otherwise S2 would lie inside a gap of

Si. We similarly define x3, x4, ... ; if each of these points can be shown to

exist, we claim to be done. Then {xn} will be a nondecreasing sequence which
is bounded above (since Si and S2 are bounded), so it approaches a limit.

This limit must belong to both Si and S2 since these sets are closed and the

odd numbered terms of {x„} belong to Si, the even ones to S2 .

If at any step xn exists and equals xn-\, then x„+i, x„+2, ... will also
equal x„_i , and we will have found a point in Si nS2 . Henceforth we assume
Xo < Xi < • • • as long as they are defined. We know at least that Xo, Xi, and

x2 exist, so there is a chunk Po of S2 which lies in [xn, Xi ), whose diameter

is thus less than Xi - xn, and whose distance from the rest of S2 is greater than

x2 - xi (see again Figure 5). Then

f) T\ Xx - Xp \Pq\ t     ^

{22) ^^cx>d(Po,S2-Po)^T(S2)'

Let Px be the largest chunk of Si which lies in [xi, x2). If X3 did not exist,

in other words if all points in Si were less than x2, then Si - Pi would lie

to the left of Px, and the distance between these sets would be greater than

Xi - xo . But then using (2.2) and t(Si) • x(S2) > 1 we would have

\Px\ „ x2-xx 1
<-~ < Z7c~\ - T(Äi)>d(Px,Sx-Px)     xx-xo     x(S2)

contradicting the definition of the thickness of Si. Thus X3 exists, and simi-

larly to (2.2) we obtain

Likewise (2.3) can be used to show the existence of X4 , and so forth. The proof

is completed by induction.   D
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One could similarly find the rightmost point in Si n S2, but as Williams
observed it may coincide with the leftmost point, even if both thicknesses are

significantly greater than 1. We next present an example which will give a single

point of intersection for thickness pairs (x\, x2) not in the closure of region
C, and a countable intersection for (ti , t2) on the boundary of C. In our

example both sets are countable unions of closed intervals, but they could be

replaced by Cantor sets with the same thicknesses by constructing a very thick

Cantor set in each of the closed intervals.

Let t be a positive constant, and define the intervals

Ao = [x2 + 3t + 1, (2t + l)2],        Bo = [x2, x2 + 3t + 1],

__L_W Bn=(-^)

where multiplication of a set by a scalar means the set obtained by multiplying

each element of the original set by the given scalar. Let

Si= (Q^)u{0},    S2= (¡J5„)u{0}.
\n=0      / \n=0      )

Notice that Bn is the closure of the interval between A„ and An+2 for all n ,

and A„ is the closure of the interval between 5„_2 and B„ for n > 2. Thus

Si n S2 is countable, containing only the point 0 and endpoints of the intervals

A„ and Bn. Furthermore, the intersection could by reduced to only the point 0

by shrinking the intervals which make up one of the sets by a factor arbitrarily

close to one.
Let us compute the thicknesses of the sets Si and S2. Observe that

\An\ = d(Bn_2,Bn)=(^-^   x(3x+l),

\Bn\ = d(An,An+2)=(j^j   (3T+1).

The intervals An are ordered from left to right A\, At,, A$, ... , A4, A2, Ao,
so any chunk P of Si which does not contain 0 must be a finite union of

consecutive even or odd numbered A„ . Let A„ be the interval in P with the

largest index; then

1^1       >      \M      _.
d(P, Sx - P) - d(An , An+2)

with equality holding when P = A„ . On the other hand, if a chunk P of Si
contains zero, let n be the larger index of the leftmost and rightmost Ak in

P. Then P must contain An-x, and since P is not all of Si, n > 2, so

\P\ \A„UA„-x\   _(x/(2x+l))"-x(3x+l)(2x+l) =

d(P,Sx-P)~ d(An,An_2)-        (t/(2t+1))»-2(3t+1)        "   "

Therefore the thickness of Si is x.

Similarly, if P is a chunk of S2 , then for an appropriately chosen Bn , either

<HP,Si-P)-d(B,,B„t2) T>
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or

\P\ \BnöB„_x\

d(P,S2-P) -d(Bn,B„-2)

(x/(2x + 1))"-'((3t + 1)/(2t + 1))(t2 + 3t +1)

(t/(2t+1))"-2t(3t+1)

t2 + 3t + 1      ., ,
=-?-=/«•

Thus
x(S2) = min(f(x),g(x)).

As we pointed out before, by reducing the thickness of S2 by an arbitrarily

small amount we can shrink the intersection of Si and S2 to a single point.

Let Ti denote the thickness of the set Si, and let t2 be the thickness of S2.
Then up to a change of indices, the above construction demonstrates that a

single point of intersection can be obtained when either

(2.4) n < min(/(T2), g(x2))

or

(2.5) T2<min(/(Ti),g(Ti)).

Also, if either (2.4) or (2.5) is an equality instead, the intersection can be count-

able. (Kraft [2] has analyzed this borderline case and determined when the inter-

section can be finite.) Therefore we can only hope to guarantee an uncountable

intersection if

(2.6) xx >min(/(r2), g(x2))

and

(2.7) T2>min(/(T1),g(Ti)).

One may check that g(x) > f(x) > \[2 + 1 for x < y/2 + 1 and g(x) < f(x) <
\/2+ 1 for x > V2 + 1. Therefore (2.6) and (2.7) are equivalent to (1.1) in the

case xx >x2, and to (1.2) when t2 > Ti.

3. Proof of main result

We now prove Theorem 1 by constructing a set S with positive thickness in

Si n S2.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let Si and S2 be interleaved compact sets with t(Si) > Ti

and t(S2) > t2 for some (ti, t2) in region C of Figure 3. Let the gaps of

Si be Iq, h, h, ■■■ , with I0 and fi unbounded, Io to the left of fi , and
I h I > 1-^31 > • • • • For S2 we define J0, Jx, h, ■ ■ ■ similarly. We refer to the
intervals /„ and /„ collectively as the "original gaps". Our goal is to construct

the complement of S as a union of disjoint open intervals Kq , K{, K2, ...

with #0 and K{ unbounded, and with every original gap contained in some

Km (whence S c Sj n S2 ). To get a lower bound on the thickness of S,
observe that every chunk P of S is bordered on each side by a gap of S, with

at least one of the bordering gaps being bounded. Pick a chunk P, and say P
is bordered by Km and Kn with m > n and m>2. Then

\P\ d(Km,Kn)     >d(Km,Kn)

d(P,S-P)     min(|^w|, 1^1) -       \Km\      '
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;': <-T-7.' l7>

Jo J* — J\

h <■.í.f       ►-/^7;->

Figure 6. Cases in the construction of h and fi

The theorem will therefore be proved when we show for some tp(xx, x2) > 0

that whenever m > n and m > 2,

ri i\ a(Km , Kn)

lAm|

We begin by finding a pair of original gaps h and fi between which S will

lie; that is, h and /* will be contained in K0 and Kx. The properties we

desire of h and /, are that they are a positive distance apart, that all gaps of

Si with an endpoint between the closures of 7» and 7* are bounded and no

larger than 7* , and likewise (in comparison to fi) for gaps of S2 between 7»

and fi. We will show later that once h and fi have been determined, the

diameter of S can be bounded below by a constant depending on ti and t2

times the distance between L and /*.

Assume without loss of generality that Jo C Iq . If I\ c Jx (Case 1 of Figure
6), then 7» = Iq and fi = Jx have the above properties; they must be separated

by a positive distance since Si and S2 are interleaved. If Jx c Ix (Case 2 of

Figure 6), let fi be the largest gap of S2 with an endpoint between 70 and 7),

and let 7» be whichever of 7o and 7i is farthest from Jt. At least one of 7o
and 7i must be a positive distance from /, since Si and S2 are interleaved.

Next, let t be a positive constant whose precise value will be chosen later; for

now we assume that t < (xxx2 - l)/(xx+x2 + 2) < min(ri, x2). Assume without

loss of generality that 7* lies to the left of fi . We begin constructing Ko by
requiring that it contain 7*. We then require that Tío contain the rightmost
bounded J„ with d(h, Jn) < t\Jn\ (we will verify that there is a rightmost
gap satisfying this condition when we later examine our construction in more

detail). If there does not exist such a Jn that is not already contained in 7»,

we stop the construction and let Kq = fi . Otherwise, we further require that

K0 contain the rightmost bounded Im that is within t times its length of the

previously added J„ . Again, if this requirement does not extend 7i0 any farther

rightward, we stop the construction. If not, we then add to Ko the rightmost

// which is within t times its length of Im and is at most as large as J„ (see

Figure 7). If a next step is necessary, we consider gaps of Si which are no
larger than Im , and so forth. We may have to continue this process infinitely
often, but if so we must converge to a right endpoint for K0, since there is no
way this construction can extend past the rightmost point in Si U S2 .

We define Kx similarly, starting with the requirement that Kx contain fi
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Sx:   <----\ [----]      \\

s2: ^---^     m n

Figure 7. The construction of TCo

and extending Kx to the left if necessary in the same way we constructed Ko .

Next, to construct K2 we first require that it contain the largest original gap

(choose any one in the case of a tie) not contained in Ko U Kx (if no such
gap exists, we leave K2 undefined and let S be the complement of Kol)Kx).

Then we extend it on both the left and right in the same manner as before,
but considering only gaps that are at most as large as the one we started with,

to obtain the endpoints of K2 . We next start with the largest original gap not

contained in K0 U Kx U K2, proceeding similarly to define K^, and so forth.
Any given original gap must eventually be contained in some K„ because there

can be only finitely many original gaps that are as large or larger than the given
one. We do not yet know that the Kn axe disjoint from each other; this will

follow when we prove (3.1), though.

Let us now examine our construction more closely. Define /(7) and r(7) to

be respectively the left and right endpoints of an interval 7. For a given Kn , let

Go be the gap we started with in its construction, which for n > 2 must be the

largest original gap it contains (or at least tied for the largest). For simplicity we

assume here that Go is a gap of Si. Consider the collection E of all /„ with

l^nl < I Go I, f(Jn) > r(Go), and ¿(Go, Jn) < t\Jn\ ■ We claim that the members
of E (if any) are increasing in size from left to right. If Jm, J„ e E with
Jm to the left of /„, then since r(/m) < r(/„), it follows that diJm, J„) <

diGo, Jn) < t\Jn\. Since t < x2 and diJm, J„) > T2min(|7m|, |/„|), it must

then be the case that \J„\ > \Jm\. Thus if E is not empty, it must have a
rightmost member, which we call Gx (notice that Gi is also the largest member

of E). If E is empty, we let Gx be empty, but in order to facilitate future

formalism, we define \GX | = 0 and r(Gx) = r(C70). One must keep in mind this

degenerate case in verifying the assertions and formulas that follow.

We likewise define G2 to be the rightmost gap of Si which is at most as

large as C70 and lies within t times its length of Gx ; again if no such gap exists

with r(G2) > r(Gx) we say that |G2| = 0 and r(G2) = r(Gx). Next, to define
Gi we consider only gaps of S2 which are at most as large as Gx, for G4 we

look only at gaps of Si no larger than G2, and so forth. Define G_i, G_2

similarly to be the leftmost (and largest) gaps added to K„ at each stage of the

process of extending K„ leftward. Then we may think of the open interval Kn

as being defined by

l(Kn)=   lim   l(Gm),    r(Kn) = Urn r(Gm).
m—>—oo m—»oo

Each limit exists because it is the limit of a bounded monotonie sequence.

In the above construction, the even-numbered Gm axe gaps of Si and the

odd-numbered ones are gaps of S2 , but if Go had been a gap of S2 it would be

the other way around. In any case, Go is the largest even-numbered Gm and

either Gi or G_i is the largest odd-numbered one. Also, the even-numbered

r->

\.\
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Gm decrease monotonically in size as one moves either rightward or leftward

from the largest, and the same statement holds for the odd-numbered Gm . We

call a given Gm either a "1-gap" or "2-gap" of K„ according to whether it

is a gap of Si or S2. Notice that not all original gaps contained in K„ axe
1-gaps or 2-gaps, only those that have been given a label Gm in the construc-

tion of K„ . When we refer henceforth to left-to-right ordering or adjacency
among the 1-gaps and 2-gaps of a given Kn, it is with respect to the order-

ing ... , G_2, G_i, Go, Gi, G2, ... . (Thus, for instance, 1-gaps can only be
adjacent to 2-gaps and vice versa.)

The following lemma will be used in bounding both the numerator and de-

nominator of the left side of (3.1). It establishes for all m > 0 a bound on how

far Kn can extend to the right of Gm in terms of how far Gm+i extends past

Gm , and similarly for m < 0 on the left.

Lemma 4. Assume t < (xxx2 - 1)/(ti + t2 + 2). Let

jxx-t)jx2+l)

1       (Ti -t)iX2-t)-il + t)2

and
jx2-t)jxx + l)

2     ixx-t)ix2-t)-il + t)2'

Let G be a l-gap of K„ which is at least as large as all l-gaps of Kn to its right.

Let H be the next 2-gap of K„ to the right of G. Then

r(Kn)-r(G)<o2(r(H)-r(G)).

The same statement with " 1 " and "2" interchanged holds, as do the corresponding

results for left endpoints.

Proof. Let 7 be the next 1-gap of K„ to the right of 77. Then since |7| < \G\,

xx \I\ < d(G, I) < d(H, I) + r(H) - r(G) < t\I\ + r(H) - r(G),

which, because t < xx, implies that

xx — t
Hence

(3.2) r(7) - r(H) <\I\ +d(H, I) <(l + t)\I\ < ^-(r(H) - r(G)).
xx -t

Likewise the next rightward 2-gap of Kn extends at most

l±l(r(I)-r(H))
x2 -t

beyond 7, and by induction

r(Kn) - r(G) = r(77) - r(G) + r(I) - r(H) + ■■■

^ (.      l + t       l + t  l + t \ . .„.      ._,,
<    1 +- +- + • • •     r(77 - r(G))

\ Tl -t       Xx-tX2-t )

= o2(r(H)-r(G)).

The geometric series converges, and the denominator of o2 is positive, because
of our assumption that t < (xxx2 - l)/(xx + x2 + 2).   D

The next lemma builds on Lemma 4 to obtain a positive lower bound on the

distance between a given Km and Kn , provided we can find a 1-gap of Km and

a 2-gap of K„ which are respectively larger than all 1-gaps and 2-gaps between
them. The proof is difficult and will be handled later.
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-•-K -•--K -*"

. Sr:   W    K---H  H I-.i
Case 1 I G = I

S2:   H H H h----H

. Sx: H   K---H H H [-----]
Case 2 ^ G = / J

S,   H H ^

f 52: H h-;-H H H   I------H
Case 3 ^ 7 H = J

\s,   fe-=~¿ H H
Figure 8. Cases in the proof of (3.1)

Lemma 5. There exists a function y/t(xx, x2) that is positive whenever (xx, x2)

is in region C and t is sufficiently small, and for which the following statement

holds. For m ^ n, let G be a I-gap of Km and H be a 2-gap of K„ . If all
l-gaps of Km or Kn with at least one endpoint between the closures of G and

77 are bounded and at most as large as G, and all similarly situated 2-gaps are

bounded and at most as large as H, then

d(Kn,Km)>y/i(xx,x2)d(G,H).

Recall that to construct TCo and Kx, we chose 7» and /» to satisfy the above

hypotheses. Thus we now know that A'o and Kx are disjoint and separated by

a positive distance (which is at least y/t(xx, r2) times the distance between 7»

and /» ).
Now suppose 0 < n < m and m > 2 ; we will prove (3.1) by finding a G and

77 which satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 5. Assume without loss of generality

that Km lies to the left of K„ . Let 7 be the largest original gap in Km ; say 7

is a 1-gap. If all l-gaps of Kn axe smaller than 7 (Case 1 of Figure 8), let 77

be the largest original gap in K„ . Since m > n, K„ was constructed before

Kn , so 77 must be at least as large as 7, and thus is a 2-gap. Let G = I; then
G and 77 satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 5. Also, ¿(G, 77) > r|G|, since

otherwise G would have been included in the construction of Kn . If on the

other hand there are l-gaps of Kn which are at least as large as 7 (Cases 2 and

3 of Figure 8), let / be the closest such gap to 7. Consider all 2-gaps of Km
or K„ to the left of / ; let K be the largest such 2-gap (any one will do in case

of a tie). Notice that K must be adjacent to 7 or /. If K is in K„ (Case

2), let G = 7 and 77 = K ; then G and 77 satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 5,
and ú?(G, 77) > t\G\ because G was not included in K„ . Otherwise (Case 3),

let G = K and reverse the indices "1" and "2" (so that G is a 1-gap). If the

1-gap in K„ next to / on its right is at least as large as G, then let H = J ;
otherwise let 77 be the 2-gap in K„ on the left of the leftmost 1-gap in K„
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which is at least as large as G, or let 77 be the largest 2-gap in K„ if there is no

1-gap in K„ as large as G. Then once again, G and 77 satisfy the hypotheses

of Lemma 5 and d(G, H)> t\G\. Notice also that in all cases, G is the largest
1-gap of Km , and 77 is at least as large as all 2-gaps of Km .

We now estimate how large Km can be. Let 7 and J be the 2-gaps of Km

adjacent to G on its left and right, respectively. Since 7 is at most as large as

H,

x2\I\ < d(1, 77) < d(I, G) + \G\ + d(G, 77) < t\I\ + \G\ + d(G, 77),

or in other words

(3.3) |/|<_!_(|G| + ¿(rj,77)).
T2 — Í

The same bound holds also for J, so by Lemma 4,

\Km\ = \G\ + 1(G) - l(Km) + r(Km) - r(G)

<\G\ + o2(l(G)-l(I)) + o2(r(J)-r(G))

<\G\ + o2(l + t)(\I\ + \J\)

(34) <\G\ + 2a2-^T)(\G\ + d(G,H))

<-(\
+2"^G+'

(ti-t)fa-') + (l + 02(2Ti + l),,„.  m
i((r,-!)(T!-<)-(l+<)2)     *l".»>-

If on the other hand G is a 2-gap and 77 is a 1-gap, we obtain the same

bound as (3.4), but with the indices "1" and "2" interchanged. Then in either
case,

■ r , ^ (ti - t)(x2 - t) + (1 + t)2(2 max(Ti, t2) + 1) Ain

lKml- t((xx-t)(x2-t)-(l+t)2)-d(G'H)-

Finally, by Lemma 5,

d(Km , Kn) >      t((xx-t)(x2-t)-(l + t)2)y/t(xx,x2)

\Km\      - (ti - t)(x2 - t) + (1 + i)2(2max(T!, t2) + 1) '

The right side of (3.5) is positive as long as y/,(xx, x2) > 0 and t is between 0
and (tit2 - l)/(ti + t2 + 2), and it goes to zero when t approaches any of the

borderline values. Therefore the right side of (3.5) attains a maximum value,

call it <p(xx , t2) , at some allowable value of t, say U . We thus carry out the

construction of S with t = U; then (3.1) holds, and the proof is complete.   D

Let ^(ti , t2) = i//u (xx, x2) ; then

m(r    _ x =      U((xx - U)(x2 - M - (1 + U)2)y/(xx, x2)
n ' '   2)     (t, - U)(x2 - U) + (l + U)2(2max(xx, x2) + 1) '

Remark. We will see in the proof of Lemma 5 that ^(ti , t2) , and hence

tp(xx, x2), must be very small when (ti , t2) is near the boundary of region
C. However, if both Ti and t2 are large and t is small compared with the

two thicknesses, it is not hard to check that ^(ti, t2) is close to one. Then
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f...Gi..| .Ç?H x.?.i.x
Jt- ■*—Xi — --Xq-

—yo—                     — 2/1 —

52: r-H fH I-.i
ti\ ti2 rio

Figure 9. The gaps G, and 77,

if ii, t2 > 1, one finds that t, is of order v/min(ri, t2) , whence <p(xx, x2)

is of order ^/min(Ti, t2) also. Thus when the thicknesses of Si and S2 are

large, the lower bound we obtain on the thickness of S is reasonably large.

We now prove our main technical lemma.

Proof of Lemma 5. Let G be a 1-gap of Km and 77 be a 2-gap of Kn satisfying

the hypotheses. We assume without loss of generality that xx >x2; then by ( 1.1)

the condition (xx, x2) e C implies

/•/   N     T? + 3t2 + 1
(3.6 ti > f(x2) = -2-ji-

x\

and

(3.7) T2>g{Xx) = ^l±ll.
rx

If d(G, 77) = 0, the inequality to be proven is trivial. Otherwise, let us nor-

malize d(G, H) to be one, and assume G lies to the left of H. Let Go = G

and 770 = 77. Let Gi be the 1-gap of K„ adjacent to 770 on its left, and let 77i
be the 2-gap of Km adjacent to G0 on its right. Let G2 be the adjacent 1-gap
of Km rightward from 77i , and likewise define 772 , G3, H?,, ... (see Figure

9). For i > 0 let
= (l(Hi)-l(Gi+l),        ¿even,

*'     \r(G,+,)-r(77,),        /odd,

and
m r(Hi+x) - r(Gi),       i even,

yi•>-{
l(Gt) - l(Hi+x),        i odd.

Let 7?, = d(Gi, H¡) ; then R0 = 1 and 7?i+i = max(i?; - x, - y,, 0) for i > 0.
Let Roc be the limit as i goes to infinity of 7?,. Then d(Km, Kn) = R^ , so

we wish to show that there is a positive lower bound on R^ which depends

only on ti, t2 , and t.
In the same way as we obtained (3.2) it follows that for all /,

(3.8) xM < ^zVi
xx -t

and

(3.9) yM<l±LXi.
x2-t

Furthermore, by Lemma 4 we have that

y,+x,+i + yi+2 + ■ ■ ■ <o2y¿
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and

Xi + yt+i +xi+2 + ---<oxXi.

Thus, for each i,

(3.10) Roo > Ri - Xi - y i - x;+i - y,+1-> Tí, - oxx,- - o2y¡.

We will show that for some i, the right side of (3.10) is positive.

Next let us obtain upper bounds on xo and yo . We know that

(3.11) x0 = /(770) - l(Gx) <\Gx\ + af(G,, 770) < (1 + i)|Gi|,

and by hypothesis |Gi| < |Go|, so

(3.12) xo = /(77o) - r(G0) - (/(G,) - r(G0)) = 1 - d(G0, G,) < 1 - t,|Gi| .

Eliminating |Gi| from these inequalities yields

Similarly,

(3.14) y0 <     1+*    .
K       ' ^ ~ x2 + l+t

We can obtain similar bounds on x, and y, for / > 1, but the bounds are

complicated by the fact that we do not know in general that |G,+i| < |G,| (or

\H+x\ < \H\). The analogues of (3.11) and (3.12) are thus

Xi < (1 + t)\Gi+l\

and

(3.15) x,<7?,-Timin(|G,|,|G,+1|).

If |G,+i| < |G,|, then as in (3.13) it follows that

(3.16) x, <     1 V    Ri ■
v ' ' - Xx + l + t    '

If |G,-+i| > |G,|, then by (3.15),

(3.17) Xi < R¡ - Xx\Gi\ < Ri - j^jXi-x.

If (3.16) fails, then using (3.17) together with the negation of (3.16), one finds
that x,_i is bounded above by the right side of (3.16). Thus regardless of the
relative lengths of G, and G¡+\,

(3.18) min(x,x,_i) < ————R¡,
Xx + 1 + t

for i > I. Likewise, regardless of the relative lengths of 77, and 77,+i, we have

for all i > 1 that

(3.19) min(y,,y,_i)<     \ + *Ri.
x2 + 1 + t

Let a, = Xi/R¡ and b¡ = y,/7<, provided R, > 0 ; then

Ri+x = max(l - a, - b¡, 0)7?,.
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Thus a,+i and b¡+x axe defined as long as 1 - a,■ - b, > 0. For j = 1, 2 let

(120) A> = t7TTT7'      N = T^f

The conditions (3.13), (3.14), (3.18), and (3.19) can then be written

«o < Ai,        bo < A2 ,

(3.21)
mm

and

{ai+l>ï^tTi)-Àl'

min{bi+l'r^Ti)^h-

Also, conditions (3.8) and (3.9) become

s ¿'

1 — a, - o,

and

(3.22) v.s^—A-ç.

Finally, our objective is to show that for some i,

(3.23) 1 -oxai-o2b,>0,

which implies that the right side of (3.10) is positive.
We observe that a¡+x and bi+x are defined at least as long as a, < kx and

bt < A2 , because then

1 — a,■ — b,> 1 — Ai — A2 = -.-TT-.-TT
'- (ti+í+1)(t2 + í+1)

(Ti-0(T2-0-(l + Q2

(Ti+Í+1)(T2 + Í+1)

(since t < ixxx2 - 1)/(ti + t2 + 2)). Also, as long as a, < Ax, by (3.22) we have

p2kx
H+X <

1 - Ai - ¿>,

Let
A(ô) =     rt

1 -A, -b'

The equation A(6) = b has two solutions,

l-A1±v/(l-Ai)2-4/ü2Ai
b± =-2-'

and if the roots are real, then h(b) < b for b- < b < b+ (this can be verified
by checking the value b = (1 - Ai)/2). We claim that for t sufficiently small,

b± axe real, with

(3.24) b+ > A2

and

(3.25) 1 - Mi - <72¿>_ >0.
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Let us delay the verification of this claim until the end of the proof. Choose

b* > b- with 1 - (TiAi - <72<7* > 0. Now bo < A2 < b+ , and as long as a, < Xx
continues to hold, bi+l < h(b¡) < b¡ for b¡ e (b-, b+). Then eventually
b¡ < bt, and furthermore since b - h(b) must have a positive minimum value

on [b*, A2] (if b» > A2 then bo < bt already) there is a maximum number N

(depending only on Ti, t2 , and t) of iterations it can take before <?, < ¿>».

We therefore have shown that if a, < Ai for i < N, then b¡ < b* for some
i < N, and hence

(3.26) 1 - oxüí - o2bi > 1 - f/iAi - o2b* > 0.

If on the other hand a¡+x > Ai for some i < N, then let i be the smallest
index for which this occurs. We claim that then (3.23) holds for /. By the

results of the previous paragraph, b¡ < b¡-\ < • • • < bo < A2. Also, by (3.21),

a¡ < Ai(l - a,; - b¡), or in other words

Then

^STTÎ-d-fc).

i-w-^i-A-^-Ä:
Now when t = 0,

oxh       (ti + 1)t2 ti(t2 + 1)
o2-

l+Xx        TiT2-l        (Ti +2)(tit2 - 1)

_ Ti(tiT2- 1) + 2tiT2 + 2t2 >q

(ti+2)(tit2-1)

and thus for t sufficiently small it remains positive. Then since b¡ < A2 ,

(3.27)
'-«-^i'-rai-^rtt)*

ctjAi
= 1-£T2A2-(1-A2)-

1+Ai '

When t = 0, by (3.6)

]     „ x  -1 (Ti + 1)T2 Tit|-2t2-1

22 (T2 + l)(TlT2_l)       (T2+l)(TlT2_l)

x\ + 3x2 + 1 - 2t2 - 1 t2

(t2 + i)(tit2-i)      t,t2-i'

while

axh ti ti(t2 + 1) Ti
(1-A2)

l-l-Aj     t2 + 1    (ti+2)(tit2-1)     Ti+2   TiT2-l'

so the right side of (3.27) is positive for t = 0. It therefore remains positive
for t sufficiently small.

To summarize, we have shown that if t is sufficiently small, then for some
i < N, either (3.26) or (3.27) holds. The right side of each of these equations is
positive and depends only on ti, x2, and t. Furthermore, a¡ < Ai and bj < A2
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for j <i, so by (3.20), Rj+l > (1 - Ai - X2)Rj, and hence R,> ( 1 - Ai - A2)¿.
Then by (3.10),

Roo > Ri(l - oxüí - o2bi) > (1 - A, - A2)"(l - ff,flí - o2bi),

where 1 - oxa¡ - o2b¡ is in turn bounded below by the lesser of the right sides
of (3.26) and (3.27). We have therefore shown for t sufficiently small how to

obtain a positive lower bound on 7?oo which depends only on tj, t2 , and t ;

we let y/t(xx, x2) be this lower bound.
It remains for us to verify (3.24) and (3.25). We again show they are true for

t = 0, whence they hold for t sufficiently small by continuity. When t = 0,

L XX/(xX + l)±Jx2/(xx + l)2-4/((xX + l)x2)

(3.28)
tit2 ± yjx2xx2-4(xx + l)x2

2(xx + l)x2

Now by (3.6),

Tlr2 - 4(T1 + l)*2 = Tl(TlT2 - 4*2) - 4l2

> xxix\-x2+ 1)-4t2

jx\ + 3t2 + l)(x\ - t2 + 1) - 4t|
(3.29) >

- Ill(x2-x2-lf

'2

Thus b± axe real and distinct (and the same must then hold for t sufficiently

small). Next by (3.28),

*2 + J*l-4x2il/xx + l/x2)
b+ =-

2t2(1 + 1/t,)

from which we see that b+ is increasing as a function of Ti . Thus b+ is greater

than the value it would take on if (3.6) were an equality, which owing to (3.29)

means

(x\ + 3t2 + 1)/t2 + \x\ -x2- 1|/t2
o+ >

2(2t2 + 3t2 + 1)/t2

xl A- 3t
>

x\ + 1x2+ l-(x\-x2- 1)

2(t2 + 1)(2t2 + 1)

1 A2.

T2+ 1

Hence (3.24) holds for / = 0, and consequently for t sufficiently small.

When t = 0, (3.25) can be written

(3.30) b_<L^ih = ±i^±zl,
02 (ti + 1)2t2

The right side of (3.30) is an increasing function of t2 , and since

Ti- sjx2-4(xx + l)/x2
b- =

2(T,+1)
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b- is a decreasing function of t2 . Then by (3.7),

i,- Jx\-4x\(xx + l)/(2xx + l)2
b-K -2(T1 + 1)

Ti((2t, + 1) - v/(2ti + 1)2-4(t2 + t,)

" 2(t, + l)(2n + 1)

T2

= (t1 + 1)(2ti + 1)'

while

t2t2-2ti-1      (2t, + 1)2/t1-(2ti + 1)

(ti + 1)2T2 (t, + 1)2(2t, + l)2/x\

t2(2ti + 1-Ti) x\

~(t, + 1)2(2t1 + 1)     (ti + 1)(2ti + 1) •

Thus (3.25) holds for t = 0, and for t sufficiently small. The proof of Lemma
5 is now complete.   D

4. Intersecting three or more Cantor sets

In proving Theorem 1, we chose a subset S of Si nS2 in order to guarantee

positive thickness. In this section we demonstrate that positive thickness sets

are in some sense generic in Si nS2 . We also explain how Theorem 1 is useful in
finding conditions under which three or more Cantor sets must have a nonempty

intersection.
The set S we constructed in §3 need not be dense in Si n S2 nor even in

the nonisolated points of Si n S2 . However, there are subsets of Si n S2 with
thickness at least <pixx, x2) near any accumulation point. To see this, let {q„}

be a sequence of distinct points in Si nS2 which converge to a point q . It is not

hard to show that within any neighborhood N of q there are compact subsets
Tx c Sx and T2 c S2, each of which contains all but finitely many qn , with
t(Tx) > t(Si) and x(T2) > x(S2). Notice that any two compact sets which

intersect in three or more points must be interleaved. Thus Tx and T2 axe
interleaved, and by Theorem 1 their intersection contains a set with thickness

at least <p(xx, x2). We conclude that arbitrarily near any nonisolated point of
Si n S2 there are subsets of Si n S2 which have thickness at least <p(xx, x2).

In addition to showing that there are many subsets of Si n S2 with positive

thickness, it is possible to obtain a lower bound on the diameter of the positive

thickness subset S of Si n S2. If the two sets Si and S2 are interleaved in

such a way that neither is contained in the convex hull of the other, then by

the discussion following the statement of Lemma 5, the diameter of S is at

least y/(xx, x2) times the length of overlap between the convex hulls of Si and

S2. Since the thickness of S is at least tp(xx, x2), we immediately have the

following result.

Corollary 6. Let Sx and S2 be two interleaved compact sets whose thicknesses
(ti , t2) lie in region C and for which the intersection Q of their convex hulls
contains neither Sx nor S2. 7/ S3 ¿j a compact set with largest bounded gap G

such that
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(i) the hull of S3 contains Q,

(ii)   |G|<^(T,,T2)|ß|,
(iii) t(S3)ç?(ti , T2) > 1 ,

then Si n S2 n S3 is nonempty.

We note that if instead of condition (iii) we required the pair t(S3) and

tp(xx, x2) to lie in C, then Si n S2 n S3 would contain a set of thickness at

least <p(x(Si), <p(xx, x2)). Thus one can inductively find thickness conditions

guaranteeing the nonempty intersection of any finite (or even countably infinite)

number of compact sets, although the analogue of the interleaving condition gets

more complicated.

If (ti, t2) is sufficiently far from the boundary of region C, then as dis-

cussed in the remark preceding the proof of Lemma 5 it is not hard to obtain

explicit lower bounds on tpixx, x2) and ^(Ti, t2) . In particular, for Ti and t2

large we found that tp(xx, x2) is at least of order y/min(ri, t2) , and i//(xx, x2)

is approximately one.
We thank the referee for a thorough reading of our paper and many helpful

comments.
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